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Chillifunk Entertainment presents an extraordinary array of
exceptional music and event productions. Our expertise lies in

crafting groundbreaking audio-visual experiences of
unparalleled quality that will captivate and satisfy you beyond

measure. Whether you're organizing a corporate event, hosting
a private celebration, or seeking a captivating live performance,

Chillifunk Entertainment is your ultimate destination. Elevate
your event to extraordinary heights with us. We take pride in

being one of the most sought-after Level one BEE Audio visual
companies in South Africa. With state-of-the-art Audio Visual

equipment and a 20-year track record in the industry, Chillifunk
Entertainment is the brainchild of renowned veteran/corporate

DJ, Rene Kollopen, who brings 35 years of expertise in the DJ
and South African music scene. We have proudly served and
continue to serve numerous leading brands in South Africa.



We have a team able to think “out of the box”, and once we
engage with our clients we explore innovations within the

brand development or event delivery that will exceed
expectations. We are a team of solutions-driven people who
are committed to sharing skills and partnering with clients to

achieve the desired outcome.



Our services

We offer a comprehensive range of event services to bring your vision to life. From
captivating sound and stunning staging to immersive LED screens and exquisite décor,

our team is dedicated to creating unforgettable experiences.
Our talented DJs will set the perfect tone, while our intelligent and mood lighting will
enhance the ambiance and create a captivating atmosphere. Capture every moment
with our professional video recording and photography services, ensuring that your

memories will last a lifetime.
Looking for a unique touch? Our custom voice overs will add a personalized touch to

your event, while our expertise in organizing gala dinners, conferences, product
launches, weddings, birthdays, corporate year-end functions, and awards evenings

ensures that every detail is taken care of.
No matter the occasion, our team is committed to delivering exceptional service,

tailored to your specific needs. Let us handle the logistics and bring your event to life,
leaving you free to enjoy every moment.

 



Our services

Host virtual & hybrid events with our specialized
event services. Having been in the hotel

conferencing space with inhouse experience with
many of the large hotel groups such as Radisson,

Premier and Sun International, when the need
arose to step into the reality that virtual offerings
were part of the new normal. Chillifunk was one of

the pioneers of virtual conferencing during the
pandemic. Clients have since realized that it is alot

more cost effective and efficient to run virtual
events. This cuts out hotel and travel costs

significantly and has proven to improve
productivity globally. Our packages start from a
basic teams’ meetings to full on hybrid event as

well as Live Streaming, standard corporate
conference to name a few.

 

Creating lasting memories of your special day!
Everyone dreams of the perfect wedding. With

over 3000 successful weddings in our belt over
the years, Chillifunk has become a household

name in making the most important day of your
life the most memorable. We take pride in our

slick classy setups which can be tailored to suit
your style and budget. Our music is carefully

curated for the perfect fit between your taste
and a DJ who is experienced enough to read an

audience intuitively
 



Organize your galas & conferences with us- turn your ideas into
reality! A quality conference setup can set a corporate entity

back in excess of 500k easily. Our affordable packages for a full
conference including full AV, Lighting, Screens, Content, Stage

sets, LED, trained technical crew start from approximately
R80k ex vat. contact us for a tailored package. Our technical
crew are proficient in all presentation and virtual spaces We

spare no cost in our gear to ensure a flawless event. Our
preferred brands include • Nexor • JBL • RCF • Sound craft •

Apple • Pioneer • Sennheiser • Shure • Ayrton We also boast our
latest products Gala Dinner in a Box Conference in a box

 

Are you looking to create an unforgettable
atmosphere for your next event? Look no further!

We offer professional DJ services that will keep the
party alive and the dance floor packed all night long.
At Chillifunk, we specialize in delivering high-energy

performances and curating the perfect music
playlists to suit any occasion. Whether it's a

wedding, corporate event, private party, or club
night, our experienced DJs are skilled at reading the

crowd and creating an electric atmosphere that
leaves a lasting impression



Experience the magic of live music with our exceptional live
music services. We have a talented and versatile team of

musicians ready to entertain and captivate your audience.
Whether it's a corporate event, wedding, private party, or

any special occasion, we'll bring the perfect blend of talent
and passion to create an unforgettable musical experience.

Our live music offerings include:
 

Bands and Ensembles: We have a diverse range of bands
and ensembles, covering various genres and musical styles.

From acoustic duos and jazz trios to full bands with
vocalists, we can cater to your specific preferences and

event requirements.
 



Prepare to be mesmerized by a breathtaking five-minute
fireworks extravaganza. Our display adheres to all safety

rules and regulations, featuring a combination of low aerial
pyrotechnics reaching heights of 25 to 40 meters and grand
aerial fireworks soaring up to 60 meters high. Brace yourself
for a dazzling array of vibrant colors painting the sky. You'll
witness explosive shells bursting hundreds of feet above,
vibrant tracers streaking across the horizon, and comets

launching countless sparks into the air. With fireworks
illuminating the sky every second, the show promises to be

an awe-inspiring spectacle that leaves you in awe. Get ready
for an unforgettable experience that will exceed all

expectations.

PYROTECHNICS



Event Photography: Our photographers will expertly capture the key
moments, emotions, and details of your event, ensuring that every

significant aspect is beautifully preserved.
Portrait Photography: Let us create stunning portraits that reflect

your unique personality and style. Whether it's an individual portrait,
couple, family, or group photos, we'll ensure you have timeless

images to cherish.
Product Photography: Showcase your products in the best light with
our professional product photography services. We'll capture high-

quality images that highlight the features, craftsmanship, and
aesthetics of your products.

Corporate Photography: From corporate headshots and team photos
to capturing important business events, our corporate photography

services will help you present your company and brand
professionally.

Wedding Photography and Videography: Entrust us with capturing
the magic and romance of your special day. Our wedding

photography and videography services will document every precious
moment, from the ceremony to the reception, allowing you to relive

the joy and emotions for years to come.
Video Production: Our skilled videographers will create captivating
videos that tell your story in a dynamic and engaging way. Whether

it's a promotional video, event recap, or documentary-style
production, we have the expertise to bring your vision to life.

Editing and Post-Production: Our team utilizes professional editing
techniques to enhance and refine your photos and videos. We pay

attention to details, ensuring the final result is polished and visually
stunning.

We offer a comprehensive range of professional photography and
videography services to capture and preserve your most cherished
moments. Our skilled team of photographers and videographers are

dedicated to delivering exceptional quality and capturing the essence of
your special occasions.

Whether it's a wedding, engagement, birthday party, corporate event, or
any other milestone, we are here to document your memories with

creativity and precision. Our services include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

With our photography and videography services, you can trust that we'll
capture the essence of your moments with creativity, professionalism,

and a keen eye for detail.





At Chillifunk, we understand the importance of a reliable
power source for your event. Assisting you with

generator hire will ensure uninterrupted power supply
for your event. We offer a wide range of generators that

are suitable for various applications, from small
gatherings to large-scale events or construction sites.

With our generator hire, you can count on efficient and
dependable power solutions tailored to your specific

needs.
 



Introducing our
trusted brands that
have consistently

delivered excellence
in their respective

fields:







Our certifications



CONTACT US
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